
 

Community Safety and Crime Prevention Survey 

Community Engagement Report 

Background 

The City commenced the process of developing its Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan 
for 2019-2024 which will build on the City’s existing community safety activities and will supersede 
the previous Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan 2013-2018. Part of this process sought 
community feedback to identify the current perceptions of safety and crime in the City which will 
help inform the development of the draft Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan. 

Engagement Activities & Promotion 

The project included two surveys: one for households and one for businesses. The survey was 
made available online via the City's engagement platform and was also distributed City-wide via 
letterbox drop. The survey was promoted on the City's social media platforms, one placement in 
the Echo newspaper and two community popups at local shopping centres: Hawaiian's 
Forrestfield and Kalamunda Central and one event pop-up at the Connecting Communities Event 
at Hartfield Park. 

Outcomes  

The survey will be used as a baseline for monitoring the performance on all future activities. The 
data from the surveys was able to confirm where the community wanted to see improvements to 
safety and crime prevention such as increased lighting/police presence for example and was an 
essential tool for the committee to ensure they were on track with the communities expectations. 
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Feedback from the survey was also used to guide the development of the updated Community 
Saftey and Crime Prevention Plan 2020-2025. 

Ongoing consultation with the public will include future surveys so that the committee can 
monitor the trends within community expectations and ensure they continue to align with the 
committees plans.   
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Community Survey Results 

The survey was popular with a total of 565 submissions, 530 responses submitted by households 
and 35 responses submitted by businesses. 

Question 1. Please indicate whether you disagree or agree with the statements below: 
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I keep a look out for my neighbour's property if they are away on
holiday

I am familiar with and in contact with my neighbours

I lock my doors when I leave my house

I have security measures installed to protect my home

I would be comfortable walking around my suburb at night

The suburb I live in is a safe place to live

Indicate whether you disagree or agree with the statements below

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree
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Question 2. List three things that would make your suburb safer 
 
Respondent # Comment 

1 Eye's on the street neighborhood watch style patrols like those done in 
Belmont 

2 More police on patrol 
More people out at night 
More lighting 

3 More Police patrols,  
punishments that fit the crime, never a slap on the wrist.  
more neighbourly interaction 

4 Police patrols 
5 neighbourhood watch 

 
more police patrols even in daylight  
 
crime escalates during school holidays - parents just leave the teenagers at 
home unsupervised   

6 Lower speed 
More police patrols 
Speed bumbs 

7   
8 More visible Police presence  

Tougher penalties in the courts 
Being allowed to post photos of suspicious persons and vehicles on social 
media 

9 Making the roads safer for drivers by ensuring that contractors who want to 
block the roads, submit a traffic management plan and obtain a permit 
beforehand. 
The rangers to monitor for compliance. 
Permits to be charges for as part of a cost recovery program. 
Its time we started behaving like a City, by creating a safe road environment 
for residents. 
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Respondent # Comment 
10 Frequent Police patrol 

Install more street light, repair faulty street light and brighter street light 
11 More police / security presence - better response time to reported 

disturbances from security patrols or police 
12 Police or security presence  

Security checks when requested 
13 Street CCTV 

Police presence  
Street and area lighting 

14 Closer local police presence 
Better street lighting 
More activities for youth 

15 Less hooning, controlled parties, better lighting.  
16 stronger police presence 

better lighting in streets 
concentrating on tidy streets and yards as well as thoroughfares (We've had 
to clean our own thoroughfare for instance) 

17 All public walk ways (PAWS) should be fitted with monitored CCTV cameras 
funded by State or Local Government, monitored 24/7 to deter criminal and 
anti social activity that takes pace in such placed on a daily basis. Installing 
CCTV cameras would be a huge benefit in helping to deter criminal and anti 
social behaviour in such places.   

18 More police patrols both during the day and at night. 
19 No breakings 

Better lighting on street 
Patrolling 

20 Police presence ie a police station  
21 Random security patrolling. 
22 Occasional drive through of police car 

Accurate Street Signage 
23 More security patrols 

CCTV  
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Respondent # Comment 
Stronger police presence  
More street lights  

24 Forrestfield needs to be seen as a more upmarket suburb like Kalamunda. It 
seems to get the dregs of investment and attention compared to the rest of 
the city. 

25 Local police station 
Neighbourhood Watch 

26 Police presence.  
More for youths do do up the hill.  

27 Improve the road verge and walk way maintenance so that more people will 
walk making it safer by passive security. 
Clean up Cambridge Reserve creating formalizing footpaths/cycle ways. 
Neighborhood watch and police presence to eliminate the Drug houses in the 
area. 

28 Better lighting alone Canning Rd from town to Woolworths 
29 24/7 security / ranger patrols, more CCTV cameras, increase in street lighting. 
30 Better lighting in a few places 

Security patrols (not that I think these are necessary) 

31 '- A phone number to call in emergencies 
- Greater punishment for offenders - presently they only get a slap on the 
wrist 
- Name and shame offenders 

32 School holidays - youth groups set up for teenagers who are unruly and 
bored - to reduce unacceptable and criminal behaviour. 

33 Stronger ranger presence for dog calls on the weekend 
Stronger action taken for dog attacks 
Stronger action on repeat offenders who let their dogs roam or attack.  

34   
35 Local Police station 

Active neighbourhood watch 
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Respondent # Comment 
36 1. Better lighting in and around walking paths and sporting oval parking lots 

2. Increased patrols in the area, streets, parks and shopping area 
3. Awareness for the older population on how to safely defend themselves 
while in public areas and in their homes 

37 A police presence in the area 
A hotline to patrol vehicles 
Support for Community Watch 

38 Undesirables moved on 
 
Greater police presence  
 
More big dogs 

39 Better street lighting perhaps. 
40 1. Decreased violence 

2. Decreased burglary 
3. Less loitering of youths 

41 More Police on the beat to act as a deterrent. 
More street lighting. 
Harsher penalties for break ins    

42 A police presence apart from when they travel to us on a job as there are no 
regular patrols in Kalamunda now that there is no police station here. 
Perhaps a security guard arrangement around the town and surrounding 
business precincts but not sure as it may not be warranted yet. 

43 Less government housing; 
Higher community police presence; 
Better quality foot/cycle paths (taking the focus off keeping one’s feet and 
putting it back on one’s surroundings) 

44 Put the little grubs away when there're caught for a lot longer. 
Name and shame them. 

45   
46 1. A Kalamunda based Police Station 

2. CCTV throughout Kalamunda town precinct 
3. A "Safe House" close to town centre for people in need. 
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Respondent # Comment 
47   
48 security patrols; better street lighting; 
49 Security patrols 

 
Police patrols 
 
Street lighting 

50   
51 CCTV in the township 
52   
53 good lighting, better pathways, night patrols 
54 Improved street lighting; increased police presence/ neighbourhood watch; 

speed inhibitors 
55 Local police station 

Better road crossings for elderly people 
Reduced speed locations 

56 Hoon prevention measures such as  speed bumps and  Curved Islands to 
slow traffic. 
 
More security cameras. 
 
Stronger police presence or paid security patrols. 
 
Close the zig zag to traffic and make a walking track with security cameras etc. 

57 Police presence  
Lighting 
Tougher penalties  

58 Lighting, security patrol, CCTV in public areas 
59 Stop the hoons from racing their cars and doing burnouts late in evening, 

mostly on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. 
60 Less speeding vehicles.  Greater Police presence.  Dogs to be on leash at all 

times. Ability to report any and all suspicious activity to a PERSON. 
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Respondent # Comment 
61 More police presence at night. 

Better street lighting. 
62 More of a police presence. 
63 1) Stop hooning and high speeding vehicles using Crystal Brook Road as a 

race track. 
2) Get the large trucks off Crystal Brook Road that use it as a rat run to avoid 
the traffic congestion at  intersection of Tonkin Hwy and Welshpool Road 
East. 
3) Many vehicles are crossing over the intersection of Tonkin Hwy  traveling 
east then do a U-turn into traffic traveling west (Welshpool road east) and 
then turn left onto Tonkin Hwy. This is to avoid the bottle neck on Welshpool 
Road East for those needing to turn right into Tonkin Hwy. 

64 Seeing a police presence, anti-social behaviour being dealt with by the police 
and the justice system bringing people to justice for criminal and anti-social 
behaviour.  

65 A police station located in the hills 
66 A police station back in Kalamunda 
67 Security cameras in the town centre 
68 Higher police ( or security guards) presence.  

Visible security cameras 
Get rid of the hoons at the Zig Zag 

69   
70 More Police Presence 

Security Patrols 
Better street lighting 

71 increased street lighting 
more police presence especially in shopping areas at night 
council cleaning up potential squatting areas (derelict buildings, undercover 
car parks, overgrown bush land) 

72 Local police station 
Security patrols 
CCTV  
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Respondent # Comment 
73 1. Reduction in hoon behaviour 

2. High Wycombe tavern closing time surrounds surveillance  
3. Underage street drinking in parks and streets near open spaces. 

74 Police patrols and presence 24/7 
75 More police patrols during day when most burglary occurs 
76 Greater police presence. 
77 A physical presence is required cameras are not enough it doesn't stop the 

theft/violence 
more police presence 
more security patrols 
DAY and NIGHT 

78 1. more street lights 
2. less break ins around 
3. less hoons 

79 Improved Street lights  
80 Police station and regular police patrols. More police presence. When 

criminals are caught, harsher penalties are crucial 
81 Lights in parks and walkways, more community events to get to know 

neighbours, security patrols or discounted security cameras 
82 More police presence. 

Fewer hoons. 
83 Installing low level solar lighting in public access ways; provision of incentives 

(or other method) to encourage better relationships between neighbours; 
working with police to target hoon driving (burnouts etc). 

84 Police presence 
More communication about the things being done to prevent crime 
Community events in GH 

85 Better street lighting better police presence  
86 More police presence  

Police station opened to the public 24/7 
Security patrols 

87 More visual police pedestrian and car 
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Respondent # Comment 
88 police station re-established 

more police patrols 
traffic calming devices to slow down speeders and deter hooning 

89 Police Station.  CCTV Cameras.  Policing. 
90 Crack down on hoons in cars late at night  
91 More Police stationed in Kalamunda. 

More Police patrols at night and weekends. 
Better streetlighting 

92   
93   
94   
95 Security patrols provided by council 

Local police presence 
96 Street lighting. Local police presence.  Street CCTV 
97 Brighter/more street lights 

Neighbourhood watch 
98 More Security / Ranger patrol's  

Mounted Police from time to time 
A greater Police presence 

99 Better street lighting  
100 Police prescence 
101 A 24 hour manned police station in Kalamunda. More police presence. 

Stronger laws.  
102 Seeing more police in the area.  

Bring back neighbourhood watch 
Encourage street parties in the city 

103   
104 Increased police presence. 

Additional security patrols (night time). 
Local police station. 

105 More lighting on Mundaring Weir road and less dark spots 
Cctv cameras around town 
More clearing of bushes  
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Respondent # Comment 
106 Removal of the charity clothing bins in front of the public swimming pool. 
107 CCTV 

Police presence  
Street lighting 

108 More visible police presence at times. 
Better street lighting in some areas. 
More public transport stops. 

109 I feel pretty safe as it is. 
110 Permanent or greater police presence  
111 Less public housing 

Kicking out bad tenants 
Pricing undesirable people out of the market 
Curfue for young people at night 
Better Australians, they are mostly terrible people with anger problems and 
limited rational thought. 

112 1. Street lights that work. 2. Security patrols. 3. Police who actually respond to 
calls for assistance. 

113 '- Camera on main access areas.  Issues with break in and people scoping out 
the area at 3 am. 
- Patrols for early morning  again between 2 and 4 am 
- Community notices about issues within City.  (Many streets have already 
started a group chat warning each other of break ins and people scoping). 

114 Police patrols. 
Make public places vibrant and welcoming. 
Good street and facility lighting. 

115   
116 More police presence 

 
Better lighting in some areas 
 
More reliable phone reception  

117   
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Respondent # Comment 
118 Actual Local police  

Safer paths and walkways that are lit at night 
Community security app and or fb page 

119 Pro active policing 
Having a crime reporting network 

120 Police precense 
Less breakins 

121 Police presence  
Kalamunda police station re open 
Better street lighting 

122 More police patrols 
Longer and more harsh penalties for offenders 
Switch on and monitor installed cameras 
More cameras in HD. 

123 Police presence 
Police response 
Police answering emails (I have never had a response to an email I've sent 
advising when I am on holidays and away from my house, yet advised by 
phone I should send these details in to Forrestfield police station) 

124 More police/security patrols 
125 Police station. 

Police patrols. 
Proper sentences for criminals. 

126 Police that actually patrol Gooseberry Hill instead of coming up here to book 
locals for speeding. Close the Zig Zag to hoons please...idiots on the roads 
every night. 

127 Much more police presence 
Security guards at night  
Lighting in all commonly- used areas  

128 Better street lights 
129 Hoon control 

Public drinking patrol 
Loose dog patrols 
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Respondent # Comment 
130   
131 Better street lighting 
132 CCTV coverage 

Lighting  
Police patrols  

133 Police acting faster on cases relating to assault and robbery. More 
cctv/security cameras around quieter footpaths. Stronger punishment against 
juvenile offenders. 

134 More street lighting. 
More security patrols. 
More community involvement  

135 Better lighting along Welshpool Road, Wattle Grove. Security patrols around 
the Wattle Grove shopping centre. CCTV cameras around parks, shopping 
centres, community centres etc 

136 Police 
Police police 

137 More police presence 
138 Better lighting  

More Police presence  
More community involvement  

139 Increased police presence  
A police station  
Better street lighting  

140 Security patrols  
 
Forrestfield police available and open 24 hours  
 
More cameras and lighting   

141 A regular police presence on the streets. 
Harsher penalties for criminals to keep them off the streets. 
Video surveillance on the streets. 

142 Community patrol at evenings and nights. 
More visual police patrols 
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Respondent # Comment 
143 Security patrols 

More police presence 
Better street lighting 

144   
145 CCTV, lighting, security patrols 
146 24 hours police station 

Regular police patrols 
More lighting 

147 Better lighting. 
Security patrols or more frequent police presence. 
CCTV in the centre of Kalamunda (Haynes street, etc) 

148 CCTV's especially coming off Roe Highway and going on to Roe Highway 
(Maida Vale Road), there are Police chases quite often, late at night.  
Stop Mopeds from riding on footpaths. 
Better lighting. 

149 Stronger police presence. Cameras on entrys to bike path 
150   
151 More street lighting in some areas; police or security patrols in areas that 

experience criminal activity. 
152 1. CCTV. 

2. Install more brighter street light. 
3. More police patrol in the area. 

153 CCTV monitoring on main streets and parks which could help identify people 
snooping around or any inquiries, neighborhood watch team,  

154   
155 Visible security patrols. 
156 CCTV better street lighting, better organised neighbourhood watch, stronger 

police presence 
157 Security patrols,greater police presence, neghbourhood watch  
158   
159 Solution to the homeless problem 
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Respondent # Comment 
160 1. Stricter enforcement of noise, nuisance and general antisocial behaviour 

with an emphasis on actioning residents concerns. 
2. Advertisement of the avenues in which a resident can action the above. 
3. City of Kalamunda presence, engagement or monitoring of locally based 
social media "pages" or groups with the ability to pass on or store 
information. 

161 More police 
 
Cameras in the streets 

162 More security patrols, number plate recording of vehicles entering the city 
and more police for the hills region. 

163 more police presence day and night  
x 3 

164 Better street lights - they are very dim in Falls Road 
More frequent public transport 
More police patrols 

165 1 Security patrol like other shires provide which includes a number to call if 
suspicious activity is seen 
2 neighbourhood watch program 

166 Police Station and regular patrols reinstated 
167 CCTV in public spaces, main roads etc. 

Stronger Police presence 
168   
169 Close unused walk ways  

more Police Patrols 
Something for people to do, bowling alley etc 

170 Just better lighting in local park, also in some streets 
171 Street lighting 

Proper footpaths 
Community patrol 

172 Forrestfield Police station to be manned for 24 hours. A security presence 
patrolling Kalamunda shops at night. Move the homeless people to 
accommodation. 
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Respondent # Comment 
173 Local police presence  
174 Security Patrols , better lighting,police presence 
175 A Police Station! People (criminals) know we don't have one and it makes our 

suburb a target!!!!  Or  
No rates increase security patrols 7 days a week throughout the shire 

176 Security gates on Kalamunda Road and Welshpool Road :-) 
Regular police presence rather than periodic 'for show' events 
Automatic number plate recognition for traffic coming up the hill 

177 Police on horses or cycles 
Better Street lighting at night 
Lighting in parks. 

178 More street lighting ,more Police stationed in the town centre  and more 
police in the foothills 

179 Improved street lighting 
Police on the street 
CCTV 

180 More police patrols. Cctv that isn't made out of potatoes. Harsher 
punishment for criminals, stop just slapping them on the wrist. 

181 Better lighting around the sports oval 
A proper cleared pathway from Grove Road to the back of St Brigids School 
Camera's around the sports oval, school, shops, Guides Hall 

182   
183 More visible police presence 

Improved lighting 
planned Youth activities 

184 CCTV 
Better lighting 
More police presence 

185 Better lighting / upgrade of lighting.  
More police presence.  
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Respondent # Comment 
186 CCTV installed in the surrounding areas.  

 
Organising official neighbourhood watch schemes  
 
If the Forrestfield police station was a 24 hr service  

187 Better street lighting, verges trimmed and more footpaths. 
188 my street has had two house break ins in past 18 months by offenders living 

outside Kalamunda. Residents were at home. 
Early apprehension by police and charges laid would be ideal. 
Surveillence by security in cars around suburbs would be ideal but probably 
unrealistic 

189 I think CCTV in and around major shopping and infrastructure, ability to our 
rangers working 24/7 to protect public assets and responding to incidents, 
quick response to removing graffiti and other damage to public infrastructure  

190 Community patrols 
Better street lighting  
Less undesirables walking around looking for trouble 

191 Better lighting at night.  
More police presence.  
Security patrols 

192 Not putting a skateboard pk in Stirk Park. Would be a huge start. 
193   
194  cctv networks between neighbours/neighbourhoods 
195 More patrols for reckless drivers 
196 More Police patrols  

Better neighbourhood watch program 
Better lighting in public areas 

197 More street lights. 
More police patrols 

198 More police presence 
CCTV 
Better street lighting 

199   
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Respondent # Comment 
200 we need real punishments for crimes 

currently policing policy is to put everything down to civil and look for reasons 
to do nothing 
all court cases should be published on line for free and names should be easy 
to look up inclusive of civil cases and tribunal  

201 Good lighting 
Neighbourhood activities  
Mobile police on motor bile or cycles 

202 Security patrols probably a good idea with recent reports of break ins 
203 better response times from the Police 
204 More police 

Security patrols 
More lighting 

205 Police or security patrols 
CCTV 
Neighbour hood watch 

206 To see at least on police car a yr 
More lighting 
Safer entrance to Crystal brook ,phoned my times 

207 Better Street lighting in some areas 
208 Noisy, threatening neighbours moving out. 

Better police presence/attendance 
Security/ranger patrols after hours 

209 Police patrols at night there is not a visible police presence in Kalamunda.  
 
I don’t know if there is any security patrols in business areas, if there are I 
haven’t witnessed any security patrolling shopping centres in Kalamunda or 
the businesses on Haynes street.  

210 More street security, more cameras and street presence in Kalamunda. More 
information on how to keep your property safe and uninviting. 

211 More police presence / patrols 
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Respondent # Comment 
212 In some places shrubbery obstructs the view at road intersections. 

Speed limits are often ignored by many drivers. 
Lack of crosswalks in the City of Kalamunda. 

213 1. Increased activities for youth - to provide them something to do 
2. Increased CCTV 
3. Increased road safety - reduction in speed limits. Hale and Tonkin Hwy has 
some awful accidents. 

214 Tighter controls on “hooning” (for instance near Roe Highway and Kalamunda 
Rd intersection, and on other suburban streets). 
Greater community awareness of restrictions on use of dirt bikes and other 
vehicles on reserves and public open spaces. 
Encourage neighbours to get to know and communicate with each other, 
strengthen the street community, thus creating an informal “neighbourhood 
watch” where neighbours look out for each other; good old-fashioned 
neighbourliness. 

215 More police 
Better lighting 
Better relationships between  people living in the same street  

216   
217 Police presence 
218 1-do something about the meth heads that wander the suburb at night, 

breaking into our cars constantly. 
2- do something about the guys on mopeds and pit bikes that ride through 
the Bush and alley  ways to break into people's  houses. 
3-more permanent police presence  

219 Footpaths alongside Carmel Rd where the blocks are smaller and close to the 
road. This would also link up to the rail heritage trail which currently requires 
you to walk around blind corners on the road 
 
No second or third items, Carmel generally seems very community minded 
and safe  
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Respondent # Comment 
220 '- CCTV on all major Roads  

- Night Patrols  
- New L.E.D lighting to brighten the streets at night  

221 CCTV, patrols, police presence  
222 More security / police patrols.  

Less crime being reported on Facebook pages for Wsttle Grove.  
Less low socio-economic people wandering around. Eg. Bogans and 
Aboriginals. Less Homewest homes.  

223 '- A police station  
- Security Patrols  
- Cameras on all roads leading into hills area 

224 More police presence, private security patrols, effective neighbourhood watch 
program 

225 Less bogans? 
226 Patrols especially when resident report crime sprees 

Stronger police presence/action  
Proper neighbourhood watch with mobile number  

227 We don't have a Police Station anymore so if something was to happen we 
would have to rely on Police from other suburbs which would increase 
response time. 
Although lighting is adequate, more lighting would be even safer. 
More surveillance especially in area where younger people hang out like the 
carpark of Skate Park, where some do burn out in cars. 

228 Security patrol 
CCTV 

229 More police presence. 
Move the troublesome families out of the area as everyone knows who they 
are. 

230 speed humps/ slow points down Bougainvillea Ave Forrestfield to stop hoon 
drivers that always speed up and down the road 

231 More street lights 
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Respondent # Comment 
232 Less drugs 

More Police 24hr Forrestfield station manned. 
The right to protect your self and your family. 

233 Better lighting  
More police or security  
Education  

234 We need our police station back now, we need nighttime rangers on duty 
every night, we need the council to listen to people properly regarding 
constant unsociable, hoon and all night party disturbances and to uphold 
laws regarding these issues. 

235 cctv 
Neighbour programs 
Community events 

236 More police presence 
Curfew for adolescents 
More community activities for youth 

237 Neighbourhood watch program 
Police/security patrol 
Manned police station 24/7 

238 Not sure 
239   
240 More police visibility. Or security patrols. 
241 Police patrols and removal of trouble makers from the area 
242 Greater visible police presence in Kalamunda business district. (Haynes St) 

243 Police presence 
Police presence 
Police in the immediate area 

244 I would like to see Liquorland moved to one of the local shopping centres, I 
feel it is inappropriate for it to be located in a residential area and puts 
people at risk. 

245 More street lighting while driving / walking on footpaths in particularly dark 
areas. 
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Respondent # Comment 
Street / block get-to-know-you events. 
More security / police presence in certain areas (particularly ZigZag).  

246 To see more police on the streets  
improved street lighting  
lower speed limits on community roads  

247 More visible police presence 
Better lighting especially in laneways 
 such as between Brooks Street and Canning Road 
More encouragement for 'Safety Houses' and Neighbourhood Watch 

248 More patrols,brighter street lights,cameras 
249 Bigger police presence  

Actual punishment for crimes committed since the police know who the 
criminals that are actually involved  
For the courts to actually charge these people  

250   
251   
252   
253   
254 More police 

255   
256 Cameras 

Patrols 
257 1. Old-fashioned respect for the Emergency Services. 

 
2. As above. 
 
3. As above. 

258 Local police station...........Local Police station..........Local police station 

259 Upgraded street lighting 
Regular CBD patrols 
Manned police station 
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Respondent # Comment 
260 Cars travel too fast on the side streets at night. 

Poor lighting and the speed the cars travel at means we get blinded taking a 
walk at night as most cars all use their main beams, about 25% use fog lights 
and occasionally some idiot uses driving lights. They could slow down so 
wouldn't need so much light. 
I'm uncomfortable with the way the lycra wearing cyclist obviously from 
outside our town use our main arterial roads. I don't want to stop the trade 
for our local business but the cyclist do not use our roads very safely and with 
no consideration to local residents trying to get from A to B in our suburb. 
Find ways to  alleviate those three things and I'd feel safer 

261   
262 lighting at night 

stronger police presence 
ensure casual surveillance is designed into new developments 

263 More street lights 
264 Checking for broken foot-paths and kerbs in some places. 

Provide more public parking.  
Reduce heavy traffic on Canning Road. 

265 Closer police presence 
266 More lighting 

CCTV in parks 
More nighttime community events 

267 More lighted picnic areas with parking close by for evening use. 
Police presence around McDonalds high Wycombe. 
Street lights maintained and working. 

268 More enforcement of speed limits/fixed speed cameras on thoroughfare 
roads. Cars are often speeding at night in residential areas.  

269   
270 40kmh speed limit in town central precinct 
271 Stronger Police presence, not just RBT's, police patrols, especially overnight. 

272 More active police patrols, crack down on hoon driving behaviour which is 
very prevalent in the suburb of High Wycombe. 
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Respondent # Comment 
273 More lighting  

Securtity or Police presence 
CCTV maybe! 

274 Increased Police Presence - more proactive patrols. 
afterhours security patrols similar to city canning/Belmont. 
use of portable trailer mounter cameras which can be deployed to problem 
areas when crime spikes occur. 

275 Patrols during the day and night. 
We pay enough rates. The City should fund this. Too many break ins in the 
area. More important than spending money on beautifying Kalamunda Town 
centre 

276 Lighting - more coverage 
Increased security at tourist style spots - lesmurdie falls, whistlepipe gully 
(cars constantly broken into) 
Patrols 

277 The current police station needs to be manned 24 hours  
More energy efficient / brighter street lighting - most are too dim. 
More police patrols  

278 security patrols at night. The drug dealing cleaned up on the Zig Zag. Security 
cameras in the town 

279 more physical traffic speed restrictions such as speed humps & lane 
narrowing devices 
CCTV in public places to improve crime detection 
private security patrols to to improve crime detection and assist police 

280 better street lights 
close off alley ways 
more police 
get rid of state housing 

281 Security patrol 
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282 1: better lighting to coincide with cleaned up verges/walkways- where it is 

council responsibility not the home owner/s. 
2: more of a security presence - through Police drive and walk through's. 
3: Getting the Ranger to actually drive around after work hours / weekends to 
check on the amount of trucks parked up at residential properties (these 
become easy targets for break-ins). 

283 The railway walk track lit up at night ( waist height lighting so as not to disturb 
nearby residents ) 
Discreet cctv around town centre businesses 
Have and enforce a no off lead dog policy throughout walking trails ( except 
Jorgensen )  

284 Police patrols, security patrols, Police Station 
285 Higher police presence 
286 A closer Police Station 

Better street lighting 
Shrubs cut away from footpaths for better visability. 

287 more police 
report groups of people roaming to police 

288 Improved: 
Town planning 
Lighting 
Police presence 

289 Closer Police presence 
CCTV on the streets 
Follow up on hoons / vehicle registrations (captured on CCTV and reported) 
especially those doing burn outs during the night  

290 Police Station  
Police Station 
Police Station  

291 Better lighting 
Cameras 
Security patrols 
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292 Greater police presence (not just speed cameras). 

Better quality roads (recent resurfacing etc is shockingly bad). 
More adequate street lighting. 

293 Better lighting  
More bins (Better enforced fines for fly tipping and breaking bottles) 
Better police presence  

294 Security patrols,  better lighting,  
295 Crackdown on overnight crime - ? patrols 

Drug prevention 
296   
297 Greater police presence 

Better lighting 
More security 

298 Some street lighting 
299 A police station in kalamunda, which is not going to happen so I am content 

with what is here 
300 Improved street lighting  

ad-hoc police patrols 
301 traffic calming devices to be installed on Plover road High Wycombe 

 
Police to have speed cameras or multinovas along Plover road High Wycombe 
 
More police to patrol and monitor hoons and speeders in High Wycombe 

302   
303 Police patrols 

Stronger control over homes west homes (harsher penalties for bad 
behavior) 
Harsher punishment for convicted criminals (both underaged and adults) 

304 Better street lighting and some serious traffic calming devices to reduce 
speeding. Drivers, motorcycles and hoons continually speed on Fletcher Rd. 
Fletcher Rd has the park and young children frequently play there, without 
some serious speed calming an accident is inevitable at some stage. The 
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rubber speed strips are a deterrent and slow drivers when they are in place, 
hence they would not record the speed of drivers on the software. 

305 1. Knowing more neighbours. 
2. Improved street lighting. 

306 1 CCTV at the end of the street, we live in a quite no through road, there have 
been a number of quite brazen burglaries, we the neighbours did speak 
about it going it alone however it got too difficult. 
2 Stop trucks using Crystal Brook road as a short cut up the hill? 

307 Get rid of Only in High Wycombe page which reports negative all the time 
Better lighting 

308 CCTV  
A way to meet my neighbors  

309   
310 More frequent police driving around 

More CCTV Cameras 
Improve Street Lighting 

311 More contact between neighbours 
Knowing police or security were available at short notice. 
Knowing police took burglary more seriously 

312 Police not ignoring dirt bikes in use by criminals.   
 
24hour police station,  
 
lighting in parks.  

313 More Police presence 
Stop the hoons! 

314 Stronger police presence.  Traffic monitoring cameras at major intersections 
with the data analysed when crimes are reported.  A faster method of 
communication between the police and the residents when property is 
stolen, people go missing, or persons of interest are believed to be in the 
area. 
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315   
316 Better lighting 

Rangers/police patrolling the parks  

317 A Police Station in Kalamunda again. 

318 1. More lights 
2. Signs as to where safe house might be 
3. Ability to contact some for help where ever you are at night 

319 No cyclists on footpaths. I can't  hear them. 
Clearer signs on the main street. It's  unclear to drivers as to whether there 
are pedestrian  crossings, although it is clear  to pedestrians - causing 
confusion. 
Slower traffic on Orange Valley Rd near Coral rd.  Cars go very fast. 

320 1.Having a neighbour hood patrol similar to Belmont Shire. 2.Realising people 
have to live somewhere, but we in Forrestfield appear to get our fair share of 
disruptive family’s 
3.Better lightening and CCTV cameras in strategic area 

321 No dogs running off leash 
322 Police present  

Police arrest people  
Clean up the place  

323 CCTV installed by council at each entry / exit point (3) 
Encourage those without CCTV at their property to get cameras installed 
Letter drop to all residents in the suburb to make them aware of the 'Only in 
Wattle Grove' FB page, where crime info is shared by residents 

324 More street lighting in Forrestfield 
325 Police presence 
326 Security patrols as Belmont have  

Lest state housing  
More police interaction with the children of forrestfield  

327 Police to deal with the crime in the neighborhood  
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328 Reducing the speed limit in the town centre to 40 and incoming roads to 50 

Km and.  designated zebra crossings all over the suburb. 
A local police station. 
A visible police presence as they are never seen since police station closed. 

329 1. Greater facilities for youth 
2. Greater assistance homeless people in our area 
3. Greater assistance for drug users in our area 

330 Police patrols at night. 
CCTV in the business precinct. 
Better street lighting 

331   
332 No "hoons" over revving engines and screeching tyres. 

No people walking the streets noisily very late at night or early morning, 
especially sounding intoxicated. 

333   
334   
335 More lights in the street, the old safe neighborhood signs & campaign & more 

community programs, I.e. off leash dog exercise area’s, keeps more people 
out in the street rather than relying on police that are already utilised beyond 
their time  

336 1. Police station in the suburb. 2. Traffic monitoring cameras on street 
corners; linked to the police computer network to log vehicle license plates. 3. 
More police patrols & interaction with residents. 

337 I feel reasonable safe but feel we could do with: 
Some police presence 
Better lighting at night 

338 Sorry no idea. Police can't be everywhere, nor can security cameras 
339 better lighting 

greater police presence 
greater police presence 

340 More street lighting 
341   
342   
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343 More police presence. 

Tougher laws. 
More street lighting & surveillance. 

344 Updates and crimes/break-ins shared publicly (ie incident database) 
 
Crime prevention "best practices" shared by council.   
 
Community Watch program.   

345 '- less public homes west housing 
- more police presence 
- crack down on hooning, drugs and antisocial behaviour  

346   
347 Higher police presence/ability to respond quickly 

Appropriate assistance for the homeless/mentally unwell of whom we are 
seeing more 
Engaging spaces which encourage youth/teens to be out safely in their 
community 

348 Stronger police presence.  
349   
350 More security  

A community that is actually nice to each other  
More free programs for the teens  

351 More police/security presence 
More affordable security measures 
Police actually being able to do something  

352 Make more street lights or make it brighter. 
Have a roving ranger around high wycombe 
Put cctv on the streets  

353 More Police presence. 
CCTV on thoroughfares. 
Higher fence height limits. 

354 A Police station like we had before would be good again. 
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355 better lighting i.e more streetlights 

 
bring back the police station 

356   
357 Faster and more energetic action from police when burglaries are reported in 

our area - I've heard they often don't pursue reports.  Once our neighbour 
gave them the licence number of the car that was hanging around at the time 
of an attempted robbery and as far as they could tell nothing was done about 
it. 
Better opportunities for kids to engage in non-sport related after school 
activities both locally and further abroad so there is less negative behaviour 
caused by boredom eg graffiti.  That is, the bus from Kalamunda to Midland 
should operate on weekends so that kids can get to the train easily, and the 
bicycle path on old Midland Road that cuts out at the caravan park should be 
finished all the way to Midland, so kids can safely access the Perth cycle 
network. 
Also, hooning is a bit of a problem for some people in the neighbourhood.  
Especially on the Zig Zag - setting up a camera for a few weekends and 
catching them in the act might help, or else speed humps. 

358 Sporting ovals and parks either need lights or need the lights switched on. 
This would enable their use after dark, thus making them more accessible 
and safer. 
 
Eyes on the Street / Rangers patrols. In 9 years of being a resident I have 
never seen a patrol vehicle. 
 
Removal of Graffiti. This needs to be done promptly as if the graffiti remains it 
promotes more graffiti  

359 Everyone knows everyone 
Large blocks with low/no fences 
Usually only local traffic 

360 Stronger punishment for crimes committed ,eg breakins, bashing elderly in 
home etc!! More patrols Police. 
Better lighting everywhere! 
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361 The City of Kalamunda is far too great an area to have only one Police station 

to succesfully cover the entire population.  I would feel safer with Police 
walking the streets, patrolling the area or in small offices around the district. 
Council Rangers should have more responsibility patrolling in vehicles or on 
foot or in small offices dotted around the district. 
More surveillance cameras that are actually being monitored. 

362 Brighter street lighting 
Stronger enforcement of speeding cars  

363 police station, CCTV 
364 A police presence, particularly on Fri/Sat nights when hoon activity peaks and 

during weekdays when rural crime is a regular occurrence. 
CCTV on our rural road. 

365 More street lighting at the T junction at the on-ramp for Maida Vale Rd and 
Roe Highway. There are two entries and often at night and early morning, 
vehicles miss the appropriate entrance. Perhaps some reflectors on the 
curbing too. 

366 Police presence would be great and turning up within 20 minutes of call to 
police would be nice. Not 2 hours later after the incident. 
Clamping down on hooning and more so speeding cars. 
Maybe permanent speed camera to deter speeding. 

367 More frequent police, or security patrolling. Speed minimization devices put 
in on some of the main roads. Cameras that the Council can access easily in 
the event of a crime or complaint. 

368 The intersection between Glyde Road/Canning Rd &Lawbrook Rd West. It's a 
very dangerous intersection & qute often cars come speeding along Canning 
Rd which doesn't give much time to safely cross from Glyde Rd to Lawnbrook 
Rd West or vice versa . A roundabout would be safer.   

369 Police Station 
Police Patrols more regular 
More Police 
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370 1. Well lit streets. Too many street lights out. Often they go 6 months before 

being replaced and it's almost if the replacement lights are cheaper quality 
because they don't light up anything.  
2. Random security patrols of the neighbourhood. I never see any security in 
the area. But always have police sirens tearing down Priory road. 
3. CCTV at various public locations. For example at bus stops, we often hear 
groups shouting and having domestic arguments at the bus stop outside our 
house on Priory road. 

371 More streetlights in the older parts of Forrestfield.  
More public transport options  

372 More adequate street lighting. 
Less public housing allowed. 
More community watch programs 

373 Security patrols, cameras installed in centre, business areas 
374 Patrol sparsely populated areas 

React quicker to residents’ reports  
Put signs up that you will be caught when you litter or vandalise 

375 Less hoons on Tanner road and Mottram road 
More police patrols and fewer speed cameras in low risk areas 
Better lighting on roads 

376 More security patrols, more police monitoring. 
The people that commit the crimes/burglaries etc... are not punished 
sufficiently. 
I feel UNSAFE in High Wycombe that has been my home for the 20+ years. 

377 * security cameras where residents identify issues and resents have viewing 
access  
* funding community run security groups neighborhood watch 

378 1.  Greater police presence 
2.  Greater police presence 
3.  Greater police presence 
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379 1) bright street lights - all the old yellow lights are much dimmer compared to 

the new white ones. 
2) target antisocial behaviour - unnecessary acceleration of high-powered 
cars / revving / burnouts 
3) monthly updates on crime stats of neighbourhood to raise awareness 

380 Cameras along the road.  
381 I disagree with the use of surveillance cameras and 5G in our area. 

No one has tested the safety of 5G network in residential areas. 
Some countries are not installing it for safety concerns. 

382 People be made to keep their front yards clean. 
More lighting. 
More patrols  

383 Greater Police presence  
 
Security at Bus Depot 
 
More serious consequences for offenders 

384 Police patrol's and more police presence. 
Fixed speed cameras/mobile cameras in known speed hot spots. 
Updates regarding steps to improve safety and reduce crime. 

385 Police station. 
Greater police presence.  
Cctv in Kalamunda CBD and major intersections ie Lesmurdie x Canning rd 

386   
387 1. Increased effort from police force to identify and catch the burglars pesting 

the community. 
2. Increased effort from police force to identify and catch the hooners pesting 
the community. 
3. repeat number 1 

388 Stronger police presence in Kalamunda would be a great start  
389 Regular police patrols 
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390 No High Density housing 

Better street/ alleyway lighting 
Appealing Steetscapes, maintained to a high standard 

391 Around our area I would like to see more measures to reduce the antisocial 
and unsafe driving behaviours on Lascelles Parade and along the Zig Zag.  
Better lighting in some areas - some times the lights in our street aren't 
turned on. 
Maybe some more CCTV in strategic places. 

392 Better street lighting 
Police presence 
Sweep pavements more regularly to get rid of gum nuts which are 
treacherous 

393 Security patrols 
394 Removal of the residents Kyra Gray and Benjamaim Parker from # 15 

Verticordia Road, Walliston.  They are known criminals and bring a bad group 
of people into the street. They harrass the neighbourhood and steal things 
from their neighbours.  They have loud domestic disputes about once a week. 
This has been going on for two years. 
Cessation of the repeated hoon driving, including burnouts, on the roads at 
night.  In particular around the depot.  The roads are covered in burnout 
marks. 
THere are a lot of crimes being reported on the Lesmurdie Neighbourhood 
Crime Watch facebook page and there have been a lot of break ins in shops 
in the Kalamunda village. 

395 Better street lights 
Security patrol 

396 Lighting 
Community watch program 
Speed humps 

397 More police presence  
Better street lighting  
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398 There is a need to improve the appearance of our community. Because to be 

frank, if a place looks like shit then people will treat it like shit. 
Street lights could be brighter. Some are very dull. 
Crackdown on hoon behaviour and make it easier for the community to 
report hooning. 
Increased police patrols at trouble spots such as the car park at Lower 
Lesmurdie Falls and the lookout at the end of Honey Road. These spots are a 
magnet for anti-social behaviour. I regularly see burnouts, broken alcohol 
bottles, drug taking needles, used condoms and illegal dumping. These spots 
should be an asset for our community, not a burden. 

399 1. More street lights in the suburb would be good. 
2. The parks are sometimes occupied by people for alcohol consumption 
during night. 

400 1. Local based police station staffed 24hrs 
2. Community cctv 
3. Police presence with stakeouts in hotspots 

401 Aesthetics- Streetscapes- landscape- beauty 
Lively- people walking kids, dogs families 
Modern vibe- renovated streets, shops, parks  

402   
403 please make milner road traffic slow down or improve milner road. stop 

speeding and large trucks coming down our road.  
404 security patrol 

more police patrol during school hols 
more lighting around parks  

405 more CCTV on streets 
harsher penalties for criminals 
more local police in Kalamunda  

406 better street lighting 
407   
408 more police patrol in this suburb 

please put CCTV camera around this junction street  
409 feel safe in this community  
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410 more police patrols 

shire needs to improve street lights 
shire to tidy verges in Forrestfield  

411 more security patrols 
police station 
better street lighting 

412   
413 improved lighting in laneways, intersections 

Safety painted strips esp around kerbs at islands and intersections 
Bus Bays 
More seating in parks and ends of cul de sacs 

414 more police patrols at night 
a parking area on flora terrace reserve- Orangedale road face west end "no 
parking" signs along Orangedale Rd south side of flora park reserve. Traffic 
restrictions along Orangedale Rd to slow down traffic.  

415 Larger police presence 
CCTV to be provided to householders and consequences for those who break 
the law.  
Stricter laws re dogs on leads   

416 urge cyclists to ride on footpaths (slowly) 
change by-laws to allow this 
cyclists on the hills roads are unnecessary  

417 Better quality lighting 
traffic islands badly needed on Kiandraway junction off Norling Rd due to 
hooning and vehicles taking corners at high speeds and something done 
about speeding on Norling road.  

418 Kalamunda is the centre for the whole area and is now the "city" it should 
have a police post.  

419 reduce speed to 50 kmph on canning road 
Change layout of Canning Road  
train counter staff to be more responsive  

420 Clamp down on people hooning in cars (esp around schools)  
421   
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422   
423 more police presence 

police station in kalamunda  
424   
425 better placement of street lights 

more incentives for kids families to participate in community activities 
Dog control (access to the street)  

426 Underground power with better street lighting 
more footpaths 
sort out the hoons at the Zig Zag 

427 better lighting 
neighbourhood watch 
more police patrols  

428 More police presence in the town  
429 more police on the streets 

neighbours watching out for each other 
make security cameras cheap to buy 

430 Street lights (brighter) 
pavement up grade 
signs up  (Halt, Slow, Stop)  

431 more police patrols on weekends/evenings  
hoons/idiots are revving their engines/burnouts 

432 24 Hour police in Forrestfield 
more police patrols on the streets 
harsher penalties for juveniles committing crimes  
 
lighting in parks, schools car parks to be better 
alcohol and drug programs in the area needed. 

433 safety in town centre Kalamunda. Remove the "Car priority humps with 
strippers. Confusing for cars and pedestrians.  
Provide real pedestrian crossings on busy intersections not Pseudo crossings!  
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434 Sterilize drug addicts 

Encourage community involvement  
Shire security patrols 
CCTV in problem areas (targeted mobile CCTV)   

435 more lighting in the town centre 
a seat at the end of brooks street/Heath st outside church (as in Railways 
Street) 
A local police station 

436 Security surveillance 
Subsidies for CCTV for homeowners 
Active education for schools to educate our children on respecting their 
communities  

437   
438 Police station in Kalamunda 

more cameras around town 
increase police response  

439   
440 more street lighting 

some police presence- visual police on horseback- other security patrols 
stop the hooning 

441 increase police presence 
surveillance at parks/skate parks/BMX track 
improved lighting on the streets 

442 police patrols 
well lit areas  

443 Neighbourhood watch system 
more frequent patrols of the area 
maybe a defibulator in the area  

444 A police station in Kalamunda 
Speed limits need to be painted in large numbers on the road within 
Kalamunda town site including Canning Road. Railway Ave and Kalamunda Rd 
between the two round abouts.  

445 Greater police presence 
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446 Slow traffic in my area, push cars to main road arteries 

let residence know when crime rates in eth area are high (Letterbox drop) 
447 Police patrol 
448 Get a proper police station up here with more than one person on duty. open 

all hours and a motorcycle policeman to patrol the streets- (hoons 
everywhere) 
install at least one traffic light on canning road so people can get out of the 
side roads safely.  
Haul in bad drivers who don't follow the rules.  

449 Fully manned police station  
Security guard- patrolling city block 
enforcement of parking laws in shopping precincts  

450 Adopt a CALM policy "your safety is our concern, but your responsibility".  
Inspect playgrounds 
remove dead trees and boughs 

451 Speed bumps on entrances to roundabouts eg sunpron rd, Kala 
Survey streets to see where vegetation on streets to identify vegetation on 
verges where the view is obscured 
Ban use of poison (roundup) to suburbs street verges and roundabouts  

452 More police presence  
453 more speed reducing obstacles on the road 

better street lighting  
454 More CCTV 

Improve street lighting  
more regular police patrols  

455 greater police presence 
street lighting 
more patrols 

456 More visible police 
less high density housing 
faster police response  

457 CCTV at the zig zag 
owners of dogs to keep dogs on the lead in public  
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458 visible security guards patrolling in vehicles or visible police cars 

 
visible shire cars eyes on the street  

459   
460   
461   
462 More police 

sports that don't cost the earth for children to participate in, this would 
reduce the anti-social behaviour 
more CCTV 
Greater promotion of Neighbourhood Watch 

463 have more security patrols 
more visble alarms 

464 more police patrols 
better lighting 
more CCTV 

465 CCTV 
Good lighting in public places 

466 A pavement the length of the road would be a good start. Stop thieves hiding 
in the bush and parking on the verge and make it safe for the walkers and 
away from the hoons.  

467 '- For break ins and theft of the house, the person should be punished (send 
him/her to the prison, doesn't matter of age) 
- For the safety of the community- need some police cars to roam around the 
suburb streets, at night  
- Even though the cameras and security alarms installed in houses, still the 
criminals break into houses, cars. So not feeling safe in Wattle Grove, its like 
just sitting on the road without walls 
- Need an ACTION to solve 

468   
469 Better street lighting  

police patrols 
more active neighbourhood watch 
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470 keep the lights on longer on flemming street 

Keep the druggo's off the street  
471 1. introduction of police beat rounds of the suburb  

2. fence off the community opp. the shopping Centre and the 7/11 gas station 
on Hale rd 
3. Review the street lighting within the Wattle Grove community. They should 
be more brighter.  

472 put all the culprits in gaol ( I don't care how old they are) 
Keep the lights on a bit longer at flemming reserve with eth weather being 
find in eth winter months.  

473 Regular police presence, preferably a police station 
474 more parks and open space to encourage activity 

more sporting facilities 
les built up housing- go back to bigger blocks  

475 1. Better dog control by owners 
2. More police presence  

476 more police cars 
reinstate neighbourhood watch  

477 more cctv and more police 
478 '- more police presence 

- less noise at night 
- lees hoons doing burnouts and speeding through the suburbs  
- perhaps our youth need more organized activities - more things to do? 

479 more police cars 
police station in kalamunda 

480 security cameras 
more police 
stronger police presence 

481   
482   
483 Monitor hoon activity more closely in susceptible areas 
484 Less homewest houses, theres too many in one area, spread them out 

Close taverns/ bars no later than 12am on Saturdays and no later than 
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10:30PM Mon to Friday and 8:30pm on Sundays 
More police presence - car patrols in back streets 

485 more street lighting 
local police station 
better lit parks 

486   
487 more power for council and police to prosecute people who commit crimes 

or a nuisance to the suburb.  
 
Better street lighting  
less homeswest renters 

488 bring back the front verandah & encourage walking/ cycling to visibly increase 
life & connections in the street 
Safe places & services for people experiencing domestic violence- the hidden 
crime 

489 a permanent police presence  
490 regular police presence on Fri/Sat night and Sun evening outside hotel 

frequently car hooning around midnight 
491 Lighting along Railway rd 
492 I feel its a safe suburb but not immune to random opportunistic burglaries & 

theft from cars, suspect individuals from outside suburb 
493 Plain clothes authorised foot patrols 

Police back in Kalamunda, now we have a big population 
checks on all vehicles coming and going at night 

494 I think the street lighting in my street could be improved, not just for safety 
but to encourage night dog walking etc  

495 increased police presence 
remove the hoons 
parenting education more jobs etc 

496   
497 Better lighting 
498 Better lighting 

Better people 
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499 More street lights on streets 

Stronger lights- Street too dark  
500 more police on the beat 

501 More street lighting 
CCTV 
 
Shire funded security patrols 

502 Greater police presence  
More traffic calming measures to prevent hoons speeding through Aura 
entrance 

503 '- better policing 
- having strict curfews for minors, currently too many wandering the streets 
unsupervised after dark, especially around suspicious area  
- street light CCTVs, as a deterrent to anti-social/ criminal behaviour 

504 police station open at night 
more patrols 

505 punishment to fit the crime 
506   
507   
508 police patrol after dark in Wattle Grove 

There's a break in almost everyday. If not multiple ones at a time 
especially feel unsafe during holiday season 

509 police station 
lighting  
urban design 

510 more lighting 
511 Lighting along street 

footpath near bus stop/ safe road crossing 
512 better street lighting  

more police presence 
encourage a neighbourhood crime watch 

513 more lights at park 
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514   
515   
516 please help make Milner Road safer 
517 Better street lighting 

Community ranger patrols in Wattle Grove 
518 more parking in Kalamunda Central 

Mend the broken cracks in concrete at Kalamunda Skate park 
Youth events to keep them off the street 
no toilets and too small (current Skate park) move it Stirk Park 

519 Increased CCTV 
Better lighting 
SMS alerts for burglaries increased crime  

520 more police 
increased lighting 
monitored security at places such as ZIg Zag/ Falls road etc 

521 Neighbourhood watch 
more police presence 
public CTV 

522 CCTV 
Neighborhood watch 
more police visibility  

523   
524   
525 police presence which can respond quickly 

zero tolerance to anti social behaviour 
more community activities to get to know locals  

526 More action on offenders when caught , if police bother to attend it's too late 
or they don't do enough.  
Less homes west houses (with particular occupants causing troubles)  
More police on foot patrol and make them more easily contactable 

527 More police presence  
528 A police presence back on the 'hill'. If there was trouble it would be over by 

the time they responded at the moment. A safe homes program for children. 
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529 Cameras around to catch and prevent crime. 

Being able to walk in the evening and feel safe up to 8pm at least 
For persons to be able to carry pepper spray for protection 

530 More police patrols - zig zag   
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Question 3. Please indicate whether you disagree or agree with the statements below. 
 

 
 

57

11

122

162

99

11

175

75

193

225

324

174

67

119

114

82

57

123

173

248

78

48

32

171

55

71

19

7

12

48

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

I experience or witness anti social behaviour

There is a lot of graffiti in my suburb

There are places in my suburb that do not look safe

I feel safer if there is surveillance in the area

I feel safe in public spaces that are open and have high visibility

Public places have adequate lighting

Please indicate whether you disagree or agree with the statements 
below

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly Agree
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Question 4. The following statements relate to offence types. Please indicate whether you have 
experienced any of the following 
 

 
 
  

163

55

67

39

64

33

11

20

8

29

15

2

1

5

24

308

442

419

456

394

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Burglary

Motor vehicle theft

Robbery

Assault

Graffiti

Please indicate whether you have experienced any of the following:

Never Less than 1 month ago Less than 6 months ago More than 1 year ago
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Question 5. Is there anything else you would like to tell us? 
 
Respondent # Comment 

1 The local facebook groups are a great place to hear about what others in the 
area are experiencing so you know what to look out for or be wary of (eg 
people coming to the door for a fake reason to see if anyone is home, 
whistling to check who has dogs etc) but this doesnt reach all residents like 
my parents who are not on facebook, local papers or notices at local 
shopping centres might be a good idea to reach them 

2   
3 Remember that there are more suburbs in the city than Kalamunda - 

Forrestfield for one gets neglected by Kalamunda city all the time, especially 
where safety is concerned. Unless the residents see more proactive 
intervention from the city people will always feel that no one cares 

4 With National Park behind us, on weekends we have no one to call for illegal 
tree felling. While it is DBCA responsibility, access to visible Ranger presence 
would assist 

5 the amount of people that don't pickup their pet poo in the area at times is 
very poor 

6 Only anti-social behaviour is nightly "Burn outs" and speeding round our 
semi-rural streets. 

7 REDACTED 
REDACTED 

8 REDACTED 
9 Safety and security is not just about the topics in this survey and the survey 

does not cover enough of the relevant issues. 
As the City of Kalamunda has no enforcement policy for people who think 
they can just closed half the road and force drivers to cross a solid white line 
illegally, or pass on a blind corner or hill, there is inherent risk from both 
serious injury to the drivers and litigation following an accident. (funded by 
the rate payers.) 
Kalamunda has an appalling record of non-compliance in traffic 
management, which may have been acceptable as a quite little shire, but not 
as a City 
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10 A large number of vehicles are speeding(over 50km/h) along Wimbridge road 

and some other vehicle doing burnout along St John St. It is not safe for 
pedestrian with small children along the footpaths. 

11 Whilst we have not people within 2 streets of us have experienced car theft & 
burglary. e had our number plates stolen although they left the car. 

12 There is little response from police or security when required. We need more 
assistance when an issue occurs  

13 Most of the experience of graffiti or break-in is mainly kids who need things 
to do. Kalamunda can be received as boring and for older people - need 
things for young people. 

14   
15   
16 Although I can see the development and progression in Forrestfield; after 

living here over 12 months now I definitely feel as though Kalamunda gets all 
the attention and Forrestfield is left to its own devices more. I would like to 
see the town focus on encouraging or taking action on getting Forrestfield 
streets cleaner, with tidier yards. I definitely agree that the skip bin service is 
paramount to this however, I haven't been able to book a skip bin for 3 
months in advance due to the service being completely booked out. I would 
absolutely love a green waste bin collection service alongside our recycling 
and general waste - this would help and I'd be glad to pay for it alongside the 
skip bin service! Our neighbours have taken the thoroughfare tidying in their 
own hands, seeing over 48 hours of gardening and waste disposal at their 
own expense.  

17   
18 I feel there is TOO MUCH lighting in my street. Across my block's boundary 

there are two very bright street lights. One or none would be better. 
19 I haven’t personally experienced any of above but I hear about it lot, at least 

once a day.  
20   
21   
22 REDACTED 
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23   
24   
25 We need police presence in Kalamunda 
26   
27 There has been an improvement in the area since some elements have been 

moved on. Some of the homes west housing have been sold off as a result 
the improvement is noticeable.  

28 I love the murals young artists do, I would like to see more Aboriginal artists 
29   
30   
31   
32 please make High Wycombe more astheically appealling like Kalamunda - it 

will make the community a happier place and people (including teenagers) 
proud to live here.   

33 People often go through cars at night if unlocked.  
34 REDACTED 
35   
36 I have seen male figures wondering through our village at night and have 

heard foot steps up our driveway during the night which had our dog bark. 
In the sport oval I have seen cars parked with people sleeping in them over 
night on several occasions.  I have also seen evidence of people living in the 
bush around the sport oval and have left clothing etc.  On many occasions 
there are cars hooning around the area doing donuts in the middle of the 
road. 

37 We are fortunately in a quiet area with poor access to would be thieves, but 
we note many of our neighbors have burglary and robbery incidents on a 
regular basis. Many of these incidents go un-reported so no action can be 
taken. I believe more should be done to encourage reporting of incidents. 
Subsidizing of security cameras for private residences should also be 
considered. 

38 Property was burgled prior to our purchase 7years ago...alarm, gates and dog 
since installed 

39   
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40 Packs of youths need something to do. They roam around causing trouble via 

violence and vandalism  
41   
42 REDACTED 
43   
44 The police really don't want to know. About petty crime including break ins. 
45 motor vehicle theft occured at Garvey Park 
46 REDACTED 
47   
48   
49   
50   
51   
52 More visible police patrols maybe a deterrent for apparent increase in retail 

burglaries. 
53 np 
54   
55 I feel there are inadequate safe places for elderly people to cross Canning 

Road south of Kalamunda High School 
Current condition of main footpath areas of Haynes are a serious issue 

56 My main problem is hoon drivers which are a real problem for Gooseberry 
Hill residents due to the popularity of the Zig Zag as a nighttime draw for 
young hoons.  
 
Excessive speeding along Williams street, especially after the pub has closed 
and young drivers full of alcohol then head to the Zig Zag.  
 
The noise created from the hoon drivers doing burnouts is excessive and 
extreme and the black tyre marks all over the road look unsightly leaving a 
very bad look for our lovely suburb. 

57   
58   
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59 We have had strange cars parked on roads adjoining ours from time to time. I 

photograph number plates and occupants when possible just in case there is 
an issue later. 

60 Neighbours around us have all had theft of one kind or another over the 
years.  We are determined to not look as though there is anything to take. 

61 Graffiti seems to be a big issue and pops up in the same places on a regular 
basis. 

62   
63 I avoid going out at night and I see too much road rage for my liking. Courtesy 

appears to be a thing of the past.  
To stop crime there has to be a change in the heart of those who are 
perpetrating the acts. No amount of legislation can bring that about. 

64 REDACTED 
65   
66 A greater need for police oresence and more adequate street lighting as i 

have noticed and reported a numver of street lights not working and nothing 
has been done to date. 

67 The higher the population density the higher the crime rate. This always 
happens so we may not continue to feel as safe for long. 

68   
69 REDACTED 
70 I live in REDACTED where its ok but I have two shops in the Kalamunda CBD 

and its a different story for security. One shop was broken into 6 months ago 
(stole 3 cans of coke but the window they broke to get in cost me $580.00) 
There are no a lot of homeless sleeping around the town site. 
Need more police presence or paid security. 

71 I feel comfortable in my area but only up to a certain point. I an careful 
around the oval when a game is on as there are strangers present. I like to 
walk through the local bush fairly regularly during the day but theft is 
increasing and I have to be sure to lock up. 

72 Without adequate security patrols or a local police station, the area will 
continue to be targeted by thieves.  
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73 The walkways between properties in the older side of HW are not necessary 

and are a location for anti social behaviour and rubbish dumping common. 
74 No 
75 Burgled and police showed no intrest other than filling in list of stolen items 

online.  
76   
77 several my neighbours have been broken into and we are waiting for it to be 

us next. 
my sister in law verbally and if not behind security door could have been 
physically assaulted by a very aggressive angry  neighbour she had asked the 
son to repeatedly turn his music down live 2 houses away   and now has had 
security cameras installed as feels very unsafe.  Another friend calls the police 
every week because of activities/stolen cars/ violence. 

78   
79 Recently moved to Kalamunda. Feel much safer here than the flat 
80   
81   
82 Frequently read of burglaries on social media. 
83 Burnouts and hoon driving make me feel unsafe walking around the suburb, 

or letting my children walk in the suburb. 
84 Concerned about the level of break-ins in central Kalamunda. It affects my 

friends who own businesses.  
 
Giving something for the youth to do in Kalamunda 

85   
86 I know plenty of people who have experienced these things.  
87 I have noticed an increase in theft, break-ins and anti social behaviour over 

the last year or so. Especially when shopping in Kalamunda I’ve seen a lot to 
more aggressive behaviour by people in the shopping area.  

88   
89 Yes, Kalamunda ,Lesmurdie crime has risen dramatically in the last year. Its 

been terrible, Lived here 20 years and it has become rife. Wish we had the 
police station so there could be more patrols. More lighting, 
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surveillance/CCTV cameras and security patrols to keep our Hills Haven the 
special place it use to be. 

90   
91 Hoons around area cause noise and safety concerns. 

Unlicensed trail bikes and riders are a problem. 
Ray Owen Reserve is a magnet for hooners and anti social behaviour. 

92 REDACTED 

93 We need our police station back. No police presence any longer. Crimes are 
getting smart to this  

94 Business's in central Kalamunda seem to be a target so there should be 
better lighting at the rear in laneways, street and CCTV as a deterrent.   

95 The amount of crimes being committed has increase dramatically in the last 
year. Its not because of social media sharing details, these platforms have 
been around for years. Im referring to break in local businesses, car theft and 
house burglary. We now double lock everything up, side gates, shed, 
everything valuable removed from verandahs. It was never like this before in 
the hills. Public surveillance cameras would be great on key streets. 

96 Feel unsafe going for a walk in my area. Even in daylight hours. Stopped 
walking since I was being stalked by a slow moving vehicle with 4 male adults 
shouting sexually abusive language.  Was also followed by a car with young 
men who tail gated mr all the way to my house.   

97 Thankfully for us, our house is well protected. 
98 In general the Shire has been improving over the last 20 years 
99 Lots of hooning and burnouts in our area 

100 Attempted theft, 
Council builds shacaigns on Wittenoom Rd to reduce the speed limits, 
however this was an expensive waste of time as it hasn’t deterred trucks and 
people speeding. So unsafe for littles ones walking with parents, they are 
scared from the noise. Options from residents on this street would have been 
a good idea 
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101 We get a lot of hoon drivers doing burnouts constantly on our intersection. 

We used to report them. It now Forrestfield police can’t do a lot Anymore  
due to budget cuts.  

102 There is a lot of hooning in the area especially on the weekend. Speed 
reduction measures could be installed in through roads in the suburb .  

103 I think that in the semi rural areas of Kalamunda where blocks are very large 
it would good to allow several ancillary residential buildings (tiny homes?). 
This may increase security. Affordable housing is difficult to come by and this 
may provide a solution too.  

104 We feel a little ignored by police when the nearest station is down the hill in 
Forrestfield. 

105   
106 The charity bins outside the public pool have people putting children in them 

to help steal contents. 
107   
108   
109   
110   
111 Lower your rates, we are being taxed into non existence by federal, state and 

local government. 
112 No. 
113   
114 REDACTED 
115   
116 These offences didn't happen whilst I have been in the Hills  
117   
118   
119 If you don't get back to me after analyzing this information you loose all 

credibility. 
120   
121 I have t been targeted but neighbour shave had burglary  
122   
123 REDACTED 
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124 The crime rate in the area needs to be addressed. Kids that should be in 

school roaming the streets day and night causing trouble. Driving into 
forrestfield at 11pm after work and seeing groups of teens roaming the 
streets is concerning. Security presence needs to be increased.  

125 Get rid of the clothing bins outside the Kalamunda pool as it’s  bringing 
thieves in nightly  

126 Kalamunda needs a police station. Kalamunda Cycles and other businesses 
broken into multiple times...crims know we are easy targets. 

127 Unsure=both agree and disagree 
I own houses in Kalamunda and Lesmurdie 
I've been in this area for 50 years  

128   
129   
130   
131   
132   
133   
134 Had someone attempt to break into my car a month ago, the same offenders 

caught on my video surveillance where also caught on video surveillance on 
multiple properties in the same area that night  

135   
136   
137 I see a lot of teenagers walking up to lesmurdie via mundy park from 

forresfield drinking and smoking. I then see broken car windows around the 
lesmurdie falls area. I also regularly find empty meth bags in the bush 

138 Speeding vehicles constantly up and down our street and several have 
damaged our front yard  

139 Although my house has not been burgled, many of those surrounding have 
been.  
I have been verbally abused by groups men in cars passing as I walk during 
the daytime. Usually along Grove Road and Lesmurdie Road. 
I am constantly in fear of break ins and have considered installing a security 
camera. 
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140   
141 There is, but it is outside of your remit. 
142 I have a German Shepherd and wouldnt live in the suburb without him. 
143   
144 Kalamunda needs a police station again and regular patrols and even police 

on foot to as opportunistic criminals know that it will takes time for police to 
get up the hill.  The next point I would like to address is the growing number 
of homeless people sleep rough and living rough in central Kalamunda.  I 
really feel for them but it is not a great look for Kalamunda and quiet 
frightening at times.  I think a homeless overnight shelter in the Walliston 
Industrial area or something similar would work for all and keep the central 
business district looking more attractive too. 

145   
146 Less churches in residential areas!! 

147 Small businesses in Kalamunda are continually being burgled and if this is not 
addressed they will eventually close. We need proper camera surveillance in 
this area as well as around community places like Ray Owen reserve. The city 
should look at employing a private security company to do regular patrols. It 
would be useful for residents to be made aware of scams or security 
concerns in the area via a social media platform or a link on your web page.  

148   
149 4 houses within 200m of our house have been burgled in the last 12 months 

and a stolen car was dumped in our street. A homeswest house 100m from 
ours frequently dumps rubbish on the adjacent nature strips, what is 
happening to our suburb ? 

150   
151   
152 My area has been experiencing a lot of car break ins and house break ins a 

month ago. 
153   
154 Speeding cars and poor driver's are out of control in Kalamunda 
155   
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156 We have had cars broken into twice and aggravated burglary while we were 

at home. Our kids are nervous to live here 
157   
158   
159 REDACTED 
160 I have answered "never" to all of the above statements, however I'd like to 

clarify that although I've not experienced them personally (yet), I am aware of 
instances of ALL of the above events occurring in my local area within the last 
12 months. 

161 I don't feel safe walking at night,  other than that I have no issues except for 
the hoons in their cars,  that is a very big problem in High Wycombe. 

162   
163   
164 Perth Hills is a great area in which to live. 
165 Kalamunda shire need to lift their gam. Other councils provide a security 

watch and a number to call when it’s not urgent but you need a drive by to 
check on things which can be reported quickly to police and get a faster 
action. If other councils can, why can’t kalmunda shire? Kalamunda shire are 
behind the times. We pay too much for very little community support 

166 The grafitti is on the roads caused by the hoons around Pomeroy Rd and at 
the intersection with Welshpool Road. Unsightly. 

167   
168   
169   
170   
171 I requesting street light for REDACTED 

Since November 2012 , but till now they haven't installed a street light. 
City of Kalamunda said no funds to do that... 
I hope this feedback will escalate my problem... 

172 The homeless people are affecting businesses, my hairdresser has them 
there daily, she has to move them on, it’s very sad but I do feel 
uncomfortable.   

173 Dangerous driving late at night is a concern 
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174   
175 It's not locals causing issues in the hills/shire it is other people from outside 

our shire! I believe people in out shire genuinely look out and help each 
other. Hence we need a police station, more regular patrols 
 
I do get a bit of noise pollution weekends/ evenings from cars doing burn 
outs in or near the Walliston industrial area, this is worse in summer, as well 
as people speeding excessively down my street to go to this area (Wilkins Rd) 
this has been highlighted before with the shire 

176   
177   
178   
179   
180 Whilst most antisocial behaviour and crime has not been directed at me and 

my family it is all over High Wycombe. We have had out of control parties 
come down our street, smash our car windows, slash our tires and knife fight 
in our street. Cars set on fire around the corner. It can be out of control. 

181 193 Grove Road 
182   
183 15 

Brandis Court 
184   
185   
186   
187   
188   
189 Burgled once in 10 years not a serious problem. Graffiti linked to Halloween. 

Hills are a pretty safe place to live. 
190   
191   
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192 AS I said before , all that is going to change with a skateboard pk in stirk Park. 

Pity we don't have a councillor living on the perimiter of Stirk Park. Seems all 
the decisions being made about Kalamunda town ctr are by planners & 
people that don' t live here. 

193 REDACTED 
194 local neighborhood watch facebook pages are a good resources for letting 

people know what is happening in the area. This resources should be 
promoted. 

195   
196 Car hoons are a problem 

There appears to be a lot of burglaries and car thefts in the area as seen on 
the neighbourhood facebook page 

197 I had 7 burglaries in in 5 years up ro 2010 
198   
199   
200 1 Mario Court Lesmurdie 
201   
202   
203 12 

terrigal place 
204   
205   
206 We need a sound wall to not hear fwy, but understand it's not your job 
207 We had scooter and helmet stolen from front patio 
208   
209   
210 Ray owen needs to have more security at night, also around sports events. 
211 I am fortunate to live on a decent street in Jacaranda Springs that gets very 

little additional traffic, either cars or on foot. I know other parts of High 
Wycombe are not as safe and there are regular reports of cars and homes 
being broken into. Everyone would feel much safer with an increased police 
presence. 
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212 Occasionally there are hoons burning rubber on the roads e.g. Ledger and 

Kadina Rds. 
People living close to the Zigzag complain about hoon behaviour there. 
The Zigzag is often left in a mess by night time visitors. 

213 I have had my car broken into - while it was parked at John Reid Oval in 
Forrestfield - by the front window being smashed. This occurred while I was 
there for a function on a Saturday night - about 12 months ago 

214   
215 Police and ambulance siren noise is excessive and largely unnecessary  
216 REDACTED 

217 REDACTED 
218   
219 I love the rural feel of Carmel and I think extra lighting and surveillance isn’t 

necessary and would change the relaxed nature of the suburb that residents 
value 

220   
221   
222 Areas closer to Forrestfield and Aldi seem to have more issues. My street is 

pretty good compared to some of the others. As reported on Wattle Grove 
channels in Facebook.  

223   
224   
225   
226   
227   
228   
229   
230 The only area in Forrestfield that I feel unsafe in down at Foodworks. At night 

the lighting is bad and general area is very trashy with rubbish everywhere 
and broken lights, pathways etc, I am guessing from undesirable people. 

231   
232   
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233   
234 Nobody in Kalamunda council cares about noise disturbances, unsociable 

behaviour or environmental issues, it’s disgraceful, we have no police station, 
nobody to call if we are feeling unsafe as we don’t even have an after hours 
ranger service, I am planning to move out of the area because of the 
escalation in crime etc in this area..We no longer enjoy living here or feel safe 
here. 

235   
236   
237 We have a council owned vacant block next to us where the creek storm 

water drain runs. It is constantly being used as a gateway for young people to 
jump into the caravan park behind us where people’s belongings are stolen 
and removed from the property via the vacant block. We have removed 
countless pieces of furniture used to assist people to jump the fence. We 
contact the caravan park so they can notify their security every time we are 
aware people are jumping the fence. COK have been notified yet nothing has 
been done. Caravan park have placed barbed wire fence up which still 
doesn’t deter them and they have also used our garden shed next to fence to 
gain access. Would be nice to see COK address this. 

238   
239   
240   
241   
242 REDACTED 
243 The facebook page of Lesmurdie Neigbourhood Watch reports a lot of car 

break-ins, stolen cars, motors and bikes, and burglaries. This makes me feel 
very unsafe. If so much is happening, why is it that I never see police around?  

244 REDACTED 
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245 The ZigZag feels particularly unsafe. Cars travel fast and seem quite likely to 

hit people / wildlife. We were held up last night (30/7) as a white Micra had 
gone over the edge around 15m down a very steep bank and had to be 
pulled out with a tow truck. Luckily no one seemed hurt and the car drove off. 
Car was part of a group and the teenagers all seemed to know each other 
and many seemed intoxicated. The truck blocked the road so many cars were 
held up. Alot of antisocial behaviour and noise throughout the length of the 
ZigZag (many different groups) that made it a less pleasant experience for 
many others. Drinking and speeding are two of the most noticeable 
difficulties in this area. Cars tailgate and intimidate when driving at a speed 
fitting the conditions.  

246   
247   
248 Kids walking the streets that should be at school 
249   
250 Occasionally very loud and fast moving motorbikes and cars joining,  usually 

at night  
251   
252 REDACTED 
253   
254   
255   
256   
257 No - Police already do a great job. 
258 We need a local police station 
259   
260 I'm not very keen on having CCTV cameras everywhere. It seems once you go 

down that path it just keeps escalating into more cameras and more cost to 
the community. Surely some smarter ways that don't have ongoing cost to 
the ratepayers could be developed. You know, out of the box thinking type 
stuff. 

261   
262 good design = safe places 
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263 REDACTED 
264 We are so lucky to live in Kalamunda - it's looking beautiful. 
265   
266   
267 You do a good job of graffiti. Don't see much at all these days. 
268 Hoon behaviour is very common. Also see lots of kids taking shopping trolleys 

from shopping areas and dumping them. 
269   
270 REDACTED 
271   
272 Traffic management in the suburb of High Wycombe.  

Local streets being used as thoroughfares, and people completely 
disregarding the 50km/hr posted speed limit (Newburn Rd) which will only 
become worse when new train station is opened. 
Hoon behaviour is also a problem. 

273 There is a lot hooning and speeding and this needs to be addressed and 
people riding trail bikes on paths and streets, generally poor attitude to road 
rules etc  
Littering and especially fast food containers, alcohol refuse such as cartons 
and bottles on the street verges and in public/parks 

274   
275 The standards in High Wycombe have decreased immeasurably since I came 

to the sububrb over 30 years ago. Town planning shows no consideration to 
current residents wishes. I an in REDACTED and there is a massive amount of 
building happening which is not wanted by current residents. Getting out 
onto Kalamunda Road is going to be 10 x worse than it already is. I cannot 
wait to move from this shire. We strongly protested about the building off 
REDACTED but were ignored as usual. High Wycombe is only good for raising 
rate money. 

276   
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277 Purchased a house here 20 years ago as it felt safe and generally fairly 

peaceful. It has changed and the crime / burglary / antisocial behavior has 
definitely increased (only have to check out our local Facebook pages to see 
this). Am thankful for close friendships with my immediate neighbours / 
multiple houses up and down our street.  

278 I would like to see a clamp down on the hoons using Williams St to get to the 
Zig Zag and a re visit of rules covering noise pollution as Gooseberry Hill 
seems to becoming a mecca for power tools. 

279 Speeding, hoons. trail bike damage to bush land  and illegal dumping of 
rubbish are common problems in my suburb of forrestfield 

280   
281 REDACTED 
282   
283 I have felt safer in the City of Kalamunda than in any other place I have lived. I 

have put that down to the village atmosphere it has up here so hopefully 
than can be retained. There have been a few reports of people approaching 
children though recently and I think cctv on the major roads in and out ( & 
around ) the area might help catch anyone. It recently happened to a friends 
children near Elizabeth Street. So it is our biggest concern in regards to 
safety.  

284 Only lucky to the above questions ….. all have occurred in our street/suburb. 

285   
286   
287   
288   
289 I appreciate it is not easy in this society, but can only think that greater 

monitoring - that criminals know they are being watched will discourage this 
behaviour 

290   
291 The shire needs to step up & do some work in the forrestfield area. 

Our councillors are overpaid over represented & do nothing.  
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Respondent # Comment 
292 Stop wasting money on surplus people with made up job titles who have no 

experience. 
Reduce executive pay until decent KPI's are achieved and remove perks for 
councillors to ensure they are there for the right reasons. 

293 In residential areas the three key areas that need to be addressed are: 
better lighting  
breaking of glass on public footpaths and parks  
hoon driving in the late hours  

294   
295 I generally think High Wycombe is safe, however, there is a fair bit of 

nuisance-style anti-social behaviour. It would be nice to feel a little safer and 
know that a response will occur when this behaviour is observed/reported 

296   
297   
298   
299 From the above, am I correct in assuming Surveillance is on the agenda? I DO 

NOT AGREE with this, if that is the case. Surveillance does not make the place 
safer, it provides SOME often dubious evidence but does not prevent an act 
being committed in 99.9% of cases. All it does do is add more costs to our 
rates, which are already high enough. 

300 A vehicle parked in my drive way was left unattended and not locked. Suspect 
young people took a chance and stole items from inside 

301   
302 REDACTED 
303 Theft is rampant in Forrestfield, hardly a day goes by without cars being 

broken into or some type of theft being reported on social media. We have 
been lucky so far but my family live in forrestfield and have been targeted 
several times in the last 2 years. 

304 This location feels relatively safe and I have an open aspect and have never 
experienced any problems. The adjacent church occasionally oversteps the 
mark with loud music, but it's only occasionally.    
I would suggest that the City of Kalamunda should research the opportunity 
to join the ASEAN safe cities initiative administered from Singapore.  
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Respondent # Comment 
305   
306 Anti social behaviour, It never ceases to amaze me how much rubbish people 

throw out whilst driving. 
Speeding on our quiet streets and aggressive behaviour. Our little peace of 
paradise is used by people walking dogs, riding horses including many 
enthusiastic cycling groups from all over the metropolitan area. 

307   
308 I love that the City of Kalamunda removes graffiti so quickly.  Thank you. 
309 Have had rocks thrown at and hit my vehicle on Mundaring Weir Rd by youth 

that I know resides in a Homes West unit. Hoons are also prevalent in our 
street.  

310 REDACTED 
311 REDACTED 

312 The known drug houses need to be demolished, not raided monthly, 
Police need to stop ignoring motorbike crime. 

313 A year ago, at Midland Gate, I spoke to a policeman on how to report  a house 
in our neighbourhood that we and our neighbours believe is a drug dealer 
with cars coming and going after dark ...  The policeman i spoke to suggested 
I take pictures of the number plates?! I don't think that's my responsibility.   
None of my neighbours are willing to speak out in fear of retribution.  

314 REDACTED 
315 REDACTED 
316 enforcement of rules of picking up dog poo especially in Jacaranda Springs 

estate.  
More community events 

317 REDACTED 
318   
319 REDACTED 
320 Have our local police station manned 24/7 
321 Dog owners have verbally abused me when challenging their uncontrolled 

animals 
322   
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Respondent # Comment 
323   
324 There are certain streets / houses in Forrestfield with very unsocial behaviour  

325 Hoon behavior on Anderson St Forrestfield 
326 Other people in my street have had car thefts break ins and graffiti  

327   
328 We personally have not been burgled but know neighbours and others who 

have been.  I find the vandalism of breaking trees, breaking public property, 
graffiti etc. very unacceptable.  Bad driving is an issue. 

329 REDACTED 
330   
331   
332 A man jumped over my side fence from a neighbour's property. The 

neighbour raced around with his large dogs but the person had absconded 
over another neighbour's fence. 
Late one night, 3 young men on bicycles rode into my front garden, around 
the path to the side of my property, alighted and started talking quietly. I 
turned the outside front light on, which had no effect so I opened my 
bedroom window and demanded they leave immediately or I would call the 
police. They calmly strolled back along the path and rode off. Not at all 
perturbed. But at least they left.  

333   
334   
335   
336   
337 REDACTED 
338 REDACTED 

339   
340 My cars are all in a garage, but all my neighbours have been exposed to 

attempted burglary of their cars parked outside They have had many 
attempts to enter their properties. And there has been thieves in their 
unlocked cars and homes. 
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Respondent # Comment 
341 REDACTED 
342 My suburb is an outer one. The main problem We have is road "racing" late at 

night 
343   
344   
345   
346 Hoons down zigzag. Wouldn't walk past gravel lookouts at night. 
347   
348   
349   
350 I think we need to find the plover road and maida vale road intersection so 

the flow from Roe highway can move better  
351   
352 Seen lot of people around high wycombe screaming with no reason that’s 

why my kid is afraid to have a walk around.  
Lots of hooning day and night along kalamunda rd in high wycombe 
Broad daylight robbery specially when it is school holiday 

353 Parks should be lit at night as theives can use them to move through and 
scope the movement of residents. eg. Peter Hegney reserve. 

354 We don't want 5G or 6G and small cell units every so many metres in the hills. 
It hasn't been tested for adequate health safety measures and over 124,00 
scientists and medical people wroldwide are saying it will increase cancer and 
other health risks. Some cities are banning it.  It is being pushed by big 
money and big telecommunications companies including Telstra, Vodaphone 
etc. There have been no tests on how it will affect the bee population.  Here is 
one report-regarding 5G. 
https://www.jrseco.com/wp-content/uploads. 
/Martin_Pall_PhD_5G_Great_risk_for_EU_US_and_International_Health-
Compelling_Evidence.pdf 

355 Cars being stolen and broken into on the street next door. Increased crime in 
the area. Hooning and burnouts constantly. Please do something about this 
as Kalamunda is becoming more and more unsafe. 

356   
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Respondent # Comment 
357   
358 I feel Forrestfield is a neglected part of the city of Kalmunda and I honestly 

don't expect anything to change as part of this survey. 
359 We have had 1 minor "theft" (beer removed from our outside unlocked 

fridge!) as opposed to robbery or burglary 
360 Seniors need more protection ! To be taken seriously in situations where 

breakins and attempted ones are occurring regularly. Yes they have been 
reported!!! 

361 If tourism is to be promoted in the area, there needs to be some sort of 
patrol around the car parks of beauty spots such as Lesmurdie Falls and 
National Parks to give a visible assurance that vehicles won't be vandalised, 
stolen or graffitied whilst the occupants are away. 
The new Forrestfiled Link will provide easier access to the airport and the City 
of Perth, but will it bring more opportunists who will see it as a good place to 
'snatch & run'? 
I find that the hoons driving about in noisy cars during the night are 
becoming more of a nuisance.  You can see the tyre marks left behind on the 
roads where they have been driving recklessly.  Sometimes noisy motorbikes 
drive about during the day, which seem to have an explosive exhaust note. 
You don't have to have experienced an offence to have the perception of 
being unsafe. 

362   
363   
364 Rural properties in our area have become a soft target for thieves. 

In 15 years we have been subjected to four break-ins/vehicle theft/property 
damage/property theft/attempted arson. 
Our neighbourhood is traumatised by a malicious damage/break-in again this 
week. 
Barely a weekend goes by that we don't have burnouts on our road, hoon 
activity along Welshpool Road, or suspicious vehicles cruising our dead-end 
rural road. 
We no longer feel safe on our property, and lock our home every time we 
walk outside on our 6ha property. 

365 The burglary and assault occurred in the Kalamunda township. 
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Respondent # Comment 
366 REDACTED 
367 I believe that Wattle Grove is a relatively safe area with many benefits. The 

greatest area of concern for our family is the number of aggressive and 
speeding drivers in the area, and the amount of theft in the area. 

368   
369 We need a police Station - its a no brainer. Police response times are terrible 

and people I talk to have no confidence in Police attending in time. 
370 There is plenty of bus stops which have not been updated or cared for since 

they were installed many years. ago. No seats, no shade, uneven footpaths. 
Roads are in disrepair, Maida Vale road will be a main traffic route once the 
Forrestfield train station is complete and it's the only road I've ever seen have 
weeds growing between the actual road surface and the kerb.  

371   
372   
373   
374 Why does it take years to settle the problem at the very end of Tanner Road? 

Trucks (e.g. in an emergency fire trucks!!) still can’t turn. Rate payers pay a 
special waste truck to serve our area. Is this fair? 

375 Hoons doing burn outs on Tanner Road and Mottram Road 
376 Listen to the residents and DO SOMETHING about this growing problem. 
377 Burglary in Tanner Rd last week. 

A burglary seems to take place every 12 months on Tanner, Motram or 
Welshpool Rd. 

378 Heaps of rubbish on my front lawn every day from fast food outlets - mostly 
McDonald's. 

379   
380 REDACTED 
381 Over a year ago we had number plates stolen from car. 

382   
383 Unused car park beneath old Mead Medical Building has become a “hangout” 

and attracts antisocial behaviour.  
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Respondent # Comment 
 
Alleyway from Canning Rd to Burt St attracts antisocial behaviour.  

384   
385   
386   
387 Occasional hooning/burnouts noises in close vicinity of my house, once or 

twice every 8 weeks.  
388 I feel that Kalamunda is definitely going downhill in it’s tranquility, there’s 

been a very definite shift up here when it comes to antisocial behaviour, I’ve 
had verbal abuse from some strange man while driving out of the Coles car 
park, he was on the side of the road just behaving very strangely and verbally 
abusing drivers. 

389   
390   
391 REDACTED 
392   
393   
394 REDACTED 
395   
396   
397   
398 It's a shame that Lower Lesmurdie Falls in Forrestfield is a hot spot for crime. 

This special place should be embraced by our community as a safe place to 
show off to visitors. But right now it portrays a negative image. The area must 
be redeveloped to include an eco cafe with toilets to encourage daytime 
passive surveillance. At night the area should be closed off by installing a gate 
at the intersection of Palm Tce and Waterfall Road. 

399 There is huge motorcycle noise in the suburb which is done intentionally by 
someone. 

400   
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Respondent # Comment 
401 Need fenced in dog parks and kids parks and parking at night time 

safer at night time  
402 there are opportunists preying the area  

need police presence randomly   
403 less traffic on milner road 
404   
405 follow Singapores lead.  
406   
407   
408 Lawin 
409   
410   
411   
412   
413   
414   
415 Kalamunda is no longer the peaceful haven I grew up in. I cannot walk my 

dog on the footpath as there are (some) people who walk theirs off-leash. I 
find this stressful.  

416 hooning at roundabouts and junctions is ongoing and a nuisance  
417 Increased noise on Saturday nights coming from club building due to placing 

sound equipment outside under canopy long after midnight.  
418 Improve communication between the police and community  
419 Far more people are injured or killed on Kalamunda streets than in other 

ways 
420   
421 Footpaths need to be checked some are dangerous for walking, not flat also 

walkways.  
422   
423   
424   
425   
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Respondent # Comment 
426 There are way too many plans that get done and then sit on the shelf and 

nothing is implemented. Stop taking about things and just get on with making 
Kalamunda a better place.  

427 Street light needed badly Peoples Ave (Gooseberry Hill) cnr Ledger, its pitch 
black at night- real safety issue.  

428   
429   
430   
431   
432 increase of crime in my street, burglary motor vehicle theft, DV more money 

should be allocated to community safety and increased police presence.  
433   
434   
435   
436   
437   
438   
439   
440 The hooning activity has improved but requires traffic calming devises to 

reduce speed.  
DOGS- why are people allowed to ignore these rules 

441 I would like to take my kids to the skate parks in our shire more often but the 
people are hanging around using disgusting language etc. The amount of 
break-ins in Kalamunda central is distressing bigger police presence would be 
great. 

442   
443 we will not tolerate graffiti in our area  
444 All walk crossings should be made designated cross walks. Current situation 

causes confusion with drivers and pedestrians. Its only a matter of time 
before someone is seriously hurt or killed.  

445 high powered cars and motorbike speeding 
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Respondent # Comment 
446 Bring the community together more. I know the city holds large events within 

the city, maybe smaller events will be better for communication between the 
suburbs.  

447 Yes, get on with age care! 
448   
449   
450 We are aged between 85 and 90 so do not go out at night or travel widely in 

our car in our suburb. The street would be quieter if the speed hump in 
REDACTED opposite prospect park was removed.  

451 Not everyone uses internet like me, please consider this when sending out 
literature that requires comments from us. 

452   
453 My section of REDACTED is frequently used as a race track for noisy cars. 

Another speed hump might help.  
Biggest disturbance to peace- DOGS BARKING  

454 Falls road has regular speeding cars 
455   
456 this survey form should have contained details on how to submit it 
457 hoon driving needs to be dealt with  

(Lascellas parade- Gooseberry hill) 
458 There seems to be more and more general antisocial behaviour at the 

Lesmurdie shops. General yelling and grocery theft by young adults with 
families NOT teenagers.  

459   
460   
461 Very pleased there is now a crosswalk in Canning Road 
462 Attempted vehicle theft 
463   
464   
465   
466 burglary to two of my neighbours  
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Respondent # Comment 
467 Governments shouldn't allow criminals to take or destroy someone else's 

hard earned money. They don't have any rights. 
Criminals - are all looks young aged, unless they should punished they still 
continue in doing all offences, so police with the help of camera they should 
identify the thieves, criminals and punish them.  
Please help the community to live safer and on their rights to live and feel 
safe. 

468   
469   
470   
471 Brighter street lights 
472   
473   
474 crime drastically increased since built up housing has increased in 

Forrestfield  
475 The footpaths are in bad shape, with cracks, grass and weeds growing 

through. Stray and uncontrolled dogs are my biggest worry 
476   
477   
478 '- I wouldn't be comfortable walking around the suburb at night but my 

husband has no issue 
- noticing a lot more noise at night- possibly from airport? 

479 the hoons driving in woolworths carpark  
480   
481 '- Females within the house feel less secure 

- please provide return information for this from 
482   
483   
484 There is no question in regards to suspicious behavior? Wherever there is 

suspicious behavior crime is going on! eg drug peddling 
485   
486   
487 domestic violence in neighbourhood has increased  
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Respondent # Comment 
488 Barking dogs left alone all day is the most frequent annoyance  
489 police patrols during weekend 
490   
491   
492 I'd not be in favour of increasing surveillance equipment in the shire. 
493 Strong police presence- either walking, bicycle or motorbike 
494 my garden shed was broken into but nothing was taken  
495 We are extremely careful and make sure we area aware of who is around us. 

Our house is as secure as we can make it and we do not go out at night 
unnecessarily. We keep US safe.  

496   
497   
498   
499   
500   
501 we used to live in Bayswater and they had regular shire funded security 

patrols.  
502 Need traffic calming measures along Aura entranceto prevent hoons 

speeding. 
Traffic lights needed at Abernethy/ Dundas rd junction, hazardous junction 

503   
504   
505 a good suburb to live in 
506   
507   
508   
509   
510   
511   
512 burn outs at the Zig Zag should be dealt with. Please install a camera to track 

and prosecute offenders. More rapid road humps should be installed along 
the zig zag rd and Lachelles Pde 

513   
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Respondent # Comment 
514   
515   
516 please help make Milner road safer 
517 Trim trees & scrubs over hanging footpath 
518 Kalamunda library needs to remain open at night 

where's the new skate park promised 2 years ago  
519   
520   
521 Our neighbours were broken into recently and we were alerted to someone 

scouting out our property at midnight.  
522 security is everyone's responsibility but more CCTV is required and more 

neighborhood interaction 
523   
524 Neighbour has drone flying over our place sometimes which makes me feel 

unsafe  
525 hooning in streets at night is scary  
526 Too many needles being found in playgrounds that our kids play in 

Local police NEVER pick up the phone when things sent out (using 131444) 
little action is ever taken.  

527   
528   
529 I think the key to prevention is cameras 
530   
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Demographics 
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Business Survey Results 

The survey was popular with a total of 565 submissions, 530 responses submitted by households 
and 35 responses submitted by businesses. 

Question 1. Please indicate whether you disagree or agree with the statements below 
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I lock away all valuables

I have security measures installed to protect my business

I am comfortable leaving my premises in the evening or at night

The suburb my business is in is safe

Please indicate whether you disagree or agree with the statements 
below

Strongly disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly agree
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Question 2. List three things that you feel would increase security for your business. 
 
Respondent # Comment 

1 Greater police presence. Less burglary.  
2 More police presence especially around the bus depot during the days 

There are some homeless people hanging around who are making us feel 
uncomfortable.  

3 Police presence 
SecurityPatrols 

4 Patrols and cameras that work in the mall.  It isn't just the break ins at night time, we 
have an increasing amount of homeless asking people for money in the mall and 
outside the sliding door to the shopping centre (mall side).  They also smoke dope 
outside of the shops in the middle of the day.  There is also an increasing amount of 
Kalamunda High students also asking people for money. 

5 Police presence reopen police station at kalamunda 
Better CCTV 

6 Better lighting 
More police patrols 
More community crime prevention seminars 

7 More CCTV 
Security patrols 
Police patrols 

8   
9 Cctv 

10 A police presence. 
CCTV. 
Police liaison with the community. 

11 a great relationship with my neighbours =) 
12 * Kalamunda needs a police station. 

* overnight especially between 2-4 am its better police car drive around the streets.  
* more lighting especially around the shops. 

13 1. More street lighting 
2. More of a security/police presence. 
3. More surveillance  
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Respondent # Comment 
14 Night time Patrol 

Kalamunda High stopping kids roaming during the day...(feedback to me from the 
elderly) 
Oh and night tim patrol 

15 More CCTV in the CBD  
Increased police presence  

16 Police station in Kalamunda  
CCTV in more areas 
more lighting at night  

17 more cctv 
police presence increased  
more security patrols  (early morning)  

18 More patrols 
Cameras in the mall 
better lighting 
police station in Kalamunda (criminals know we are an easy target)  

19 CCTV in CBD 
Improve lighting in central mall 
Night security or police patrols 

20 improved street lighting 
more police patrols 
neighborhood watch/community building 

21 more police patrols (on pension days) 
more police presence at shopping centre  

22 More CCTV outside Red Rooster 
Police service should be available quicker 
community watch car should be doing patrols 

23 24 hr security patrols 
more CCTV cameras (mall) 
Reinstatement of Kalamunda police station 

24 more lighting 
25 CCTV covering the full CDB and STirk St 

Active Police patrols and station in the community  
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Respondent # Comment 
26 more effective ranger presence 

more police activity 
get rid of the homeless persons hanging about 

27 CCTV min the CBD and entry exit roads 
28 more police patrols 

brighter security lighting  
29 more police and private security patrols at night  

increased lighting 
more CCTV 

30 CCTV in all streets of the business precinct of Kalamunda 
Security patrols 
local police station  

31 Close the laneway near Kalamunda Toyota 
move the bus station 
24 hr security patrol  

32 more CCTV 
extra police at early hours 

33 more street CCTV 
police presence in Kalamunda (police station)  

34 more police presence  
35 1. CCTV 

2. Rolling patrols 
3. More police presence 
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Question 3. Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the statements below. 
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I experience or witness anti-social behaviour

There is a lot of graffiti near my business

There are places near my business that do not look safe

I feel safer if there is surveillance in the area

I feel safe in public spaces that are open and have high visibility

The public spaces around me have adequate lighting

Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the statements 
below

Strongly Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly agree
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Question 4. The following statements relate to offence types. Please indicate whether you have 
experienced any of the following. 
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Graffiti

Assault

Robbery

Motor vehicle theft

Burglary

Please indicate whether you have experienced any of the following

Never Less than 1 month ago Less than 6 months ago More than 1 year ago
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Question 5. Is there anything else you would like to tell us? 
 

Respondent # Comment  
1   
2   
3 13 

Kennedya Road 
4 Homeless drug affected people sleeping behind Kads theatre and Coles service 

entrance need to be moved on.  Two of them were getting violent over a sleeping spot 
and one yelled at the other one that they were only up here to break into the 
businesses in Kalamunda. 

5   
6   
7   
8 Have had theft of cash from our business 3 times, convicted offender on 3rd occasion 

who was an ex staff member on meth.  Likely to have been him the first 2 times. 
9   

10 We have had multiple burglaries in 15 years, including vehicle theft, property damage, 
malicious damage. The lack of a police presence in the Hills is an open invitation to 
thieves who now know they have plenty of time to cause maximum damage on rural 
properties, with no consequences. There is never any follow up or resolution.  

11   
12 Kalamunda is not a safe place anymore like in the past, instead of having lots of coffee 

shop in a small area, Kalamunda need a police station   
13 Our business is new to the area, so whilst we haven't personally experienced crime, 

many of our neighbouring businesses have, and repeatedly. We moved up from 
Midland, and ironically, I feel my business was safer there. I was so excited to bring my 
business back to my home town, a place I am passionate about, but find the local 
crime against businesses most disconcerting. I am nervous about leaving our unit 
daily, and hesitate to frost windows for privacy in case thieves believe this means we 
are concealing valuable items.  

14 Having spoken to soooo many about the affect crime has on business when the sun 
goes down.......cameras are not a deterrent. It's called a head to toe disguise. We need 
a physical presence during the times of midnight to dawn. 
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15   
16 Older community, the elderly need to feel safe  
17   
18   
19   
20 I have not experienced an offence, but often see people checking cars and 

letterboxes.  
21   
22   
23 the City seem unaware of homelessness issues, drugs etc  
24   
25   
26   
27 shoplifting is on the increase 
28   
29 Reopen police station 
30   
31   
32 The shopping centre we are in (Barbery Square) is broken into regulalry 
33   
34 constant excessive speed in Barber St Kalamunda  
35 Looking homeless people living rough behind our building at night time 
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